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HOW DO WE GET STARTED? 

Contact your local ESO representative to review the needs and requirements 

of your job. The ESO team will then review the data, and work with you to 

custom fit a solution to make the job a success! 

              

                              Onsite container storage with coil-packs. 

Q: How do we manage inventory so efficiently?  

A: Echo customizes its stockroom solution to your individual needs to 

maintain proper inventory levels. Minimums and Maximums are loaded, 

custom barcode labels are printed and everything works together as a single 

seamless system.   

Q: Is it complicated? Why can’t I do this myself?  

A: You can do it yourself!  ESO will setup the system to meet your needs, then 

train your own people to integrate it into their daily operations. Customer 

managed solutions eliminate the “middle man” and link your material 

directly into Echo’s replenishment system. Speeding up the process and 

reducing down time waiting for material.  

“Everything is well stocked, very organized, 

and labeled. Just what we asked for.”  

 

 

ESO 

Echo Group provides 

specialized solutions for 

customer needs. From Web 

Integration and Mobile Apps, 

to Job Site Solutions and 

Custom Analytics.  

Our ESO team will work with 

you to tailor fit a solution to 

fit almost any distribution 

challenge.  

 

 

Echo Group onsite clamshell.  



MARK IT – PARK IT 

Echo can provide custom labels with YOUR part numbers for easy 

identification. Labels also include a barcode for easy scanning when 

building an order for replenishment and min/max levels for easy 

identification of stock levels.  The app tracks locations of material and 

provides an easy way of scanning for ordering or inventory inspections.  

 

CUSTOMIZED APPS 

Echo can customize our apps to fit the needs of our 

customer.  Inventory and replenishment orders can be 

setup and monitored with our Stockroom app. Orders, 

history, product information, customized groups, and 

promotions are all accessible via our Echo Mobile app.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

DATA IS THE KEY 

Q: How do I know if I have the right material on the shelf? And enough of it?  

A: Echo’s suite of apps gives us multiple data points to analyze. Echo can provide detailed usage reports, tracking material 

down to specific categories (job codes). Or for monitoring current inventory levels, and projecting what will be needed as 

the job progresses.  

With Echo predicting usage and closeley 

monitoring levels, we will reduce your 

inventory overhead. And save you one of 

your most valuable assets, your time!    

BEGIN YOUR JOB SITE PARTNERSHIP WITH ECHO TODAY! 

Echo Specialized Operations, Council Bluffs, Iowa.  

800-432-5800 

eso@echogroupinc.com 

 


